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Learn how to create an entire suite of enterprise applications with ASP.NET and C#
ASP.NET is a vast improvement over Microsoft’s popular Web technology, Active Server Pages (ASP). And, when combined with C#, Microsoft’s new and powerful programming language, ASP.NET provides developers with a robust framework for enterprise-level applications. In this book, Microsoft insiders Hank Meyne and Scott Davis cover every aspect of how to develop an ASP.NET application for the enterprise using C# as the programming language.  After a brief overview of the .NET Framework, they walk you step by step through the application––  from building the object model to implementing security to enhancing the ASP.NET Web application for optimal performance.     

Filled with tips, tricks, and workarounds that stem from their own real-world experiences, this book covers how to:      

	Utilize server controls including postback, data binding, RadioButton, and CompareValidator
	Interact with the database using ADO.NET
	Develop more advanced ASP.NET pages using cookies and form collections
	Create, publish, and use powerful XML Web Services
	Implement powerful user authentication and security features to enhance your applications
	Integrate important e-commerce features such as shipping calculations, address verification, and e-mail notification
	Optimize an ASP.NET application using caching and performance profiling


The companion Web site contains the complete source code from the book as well as links to other .NET resources and ASP.NET sites on the Web.     

       About the Author
   HANK MEYNE and SCOTT DAVIS are Microsoft insiders who have been working with the .NET technology since its announcement. Their enterprise project for a Florida-based e-business was one of fifty chosen by Microsoft to receive hands-on support in Microsoft’s .netGAIN program. The resulting Web site was one of the first .NET solutions to be launched in the world.       
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VoIP Service Quality : Measuring and Evaluating Packet-Switched VoiceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
VoIP SAVINGS AND FLEXIBILITY! TELEPHONE-LINE QUALITY?
 Despite the features that make Voice over IP so attractive from the standpoint of cost and flexibility of telephone services, businesses will only adopt it once they’ve determined whether, and under what circumstances, the quality of VoIP will be satisfactory to...
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Model Reduction for Circuit Simulation (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2011

	Simulation based on mathematical models plays a major role in computer aided design of integrated circuits (ICs). Decreasing structure sizes, increasing packing densities and driving frequencies require the use of refined mathematical models, and to take into account secondary, parasitic effects. This leads to very high dimensional problems...
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CompTIA A+ Complete Study Guide: Exams 220-801 and 220-802Sybex, 2012

	CompTIA Authorized, fully updated Study Guide for the leading IT certification: CompTIA A+


	CompTIA A+ is the de facto certification for IT technicians. Some vendors even require employees to achieve certification as part of their job training. This book prepares you for both required exams: 220-801 and 220-802....
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After the Genome: A Language for Our Biotechnological Future (Studies in Rhetoric & Religion)Baylor University Press, 2013

	Biotechnological advancements during the last half-century have forced humanity to come to grips with the possibility of a post-human future. The ever-evolving opinions about how society should anticipate this biotechnological frontier demand a language that will describe our new future and discuss its ethics. After the Genome brings...
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WikipatternsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
This book is about change. It is as much a how-to guide for using a wiki as it is a how-to guide for making change happen. Status quo often becomes the norm when the tools available to people are difficult to use, highly structured and only meet a narrow set of needs, and don’t elicit a positive emotional connection from the people that use...
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Apache CXF Web Service DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Apache CXF is an open source services framework that makes web service development easy, simplified, and standard based. CXF provides many features such as frontend programming, support for different transports and data bindings, support for different protocols, and other advanced concepts like Features and Invokers. It also provides a programming...
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